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Abstract
Let U(L) be the enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra L, over a prime charac-
teristic field. We prove that its center Z(U(L)) is a unique factorization (UFD). We also show that U(L) has
a non-commutative UFD property, namely, each height one prime ideal in U(L) is generated by a central
element. We prove both results simultaneously, using non-commutative (PI, maximal order) technique. Our
results are prime characteristic analogues of similar ones in characteristic zero, which are due to Dixmier
[J. Dixmier, Sur l’algèbre enveloppante d’une algebra de Lie nilpotente, Arch. Math. 10 (1959) 321–32] and
Moeglin [C. Moeglin, Factorialité dans les algèbres enveloppantes, C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris (A) 282 (1976)
1269–1272]. We have recently applied these results to show that U(L) is a Calabi–Yau algebra.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
We prove here the following result.
Theorem. Let L be a finite-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra over a field F of prime character-
istic p. Let U(L) denote the universal enveloping algebra of L and Z(U(L)) the center of U(L).
Then,
(i) Z(U(L)) is a unique factorization domain (UFD), and
(ii) each height one prime ideal in U(L) is principal, being generated by a central element.
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2 A. Braun / Journal of Algebra 308 (2007) 1–11Item (i) is a prime characteristic analogue of a result of J. Dixmier [D]. Similarly, the char-
acteristic zero version of item (ii), is a consequence of a theorem by C. Moeglin [Mo]. Recently
it was shown by Braun–Hajarnavis [BH], that for an arbitrary finite-dimensional L, the divisor
class group of Z(U(L)) is bounded torsion (the bound being PI deg.U(L)). Therefore, item (i)
of the theorem, should be regarded as a part of a program which is aimed at improving the divi-
sor class group result, for more specialized Lie algebras. Note however that a three-dimensional
example appearing in Vernik [V], shows that (i) is not valid for finite-dimensional solvable Lie
algebras over F . The situation in the semi-simple case is more promising and factoriality results
were recently obtained by Premet–Tange [PT] and Bois [Bo].
Item (ii) of the theorem can be regarded as a non-commutative extension of the famous com-
mutative Auslander–Buchsbaum UFD theorem (e.g. [M, Theorem 203]), to non-commutative
smooth PI (polynomial identity) algebras, of which U(L) is an important example. We refer the
reader to [BH] for more details on this topic.
Our proof is markedly different from the characteristic zero one appearing in [D], since no
use can be made of the symmetrization map. We resort instead to non-commutative technique.
In fact item (ii), which is a non-commutative statement, is the main result of the theorem and
item (i), is a formal consequence of it. However, the proof, which is carried out by induction, has
a ladder type nature and (i) is actually used in the proof of (ii).
Very limited amount of information is known about Z(U(L)), where L is finite-dimensional
nilpotent Lie algebra over F (with charF = p). Few results appear in Panyukov [P1,P2,P3]. This
is very different from the classical semi-simple case (e.g. [Ve,Do,MR]). In particular, the nature
of the singularities of Z(U(L)) is not known. The relation between the singular locus and the
non-Azumaya locus is considered by Brown–Goodearl [BG]. A four-dimensional hypersurface
example, appearing in [V], shows, in the nilpotent case, that Z(U(L)) need not be smooth.
For unexplained terminology we refer the reader to [R,McR].
1. Preliminary results
Throughout the paper we shall assume that L is a finite-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra over
a field F with charF = p. We shall usually work with the following decomposition L = Fx+H ,
where H is a codimension one ideal in L. This is easily arranged if L is nilpotent, since every
codimension one vector space which contains L1 will do. Now the nilpotency of adx grants that
xp
r ∈ Z(U(L)) for some r and we shall always assume that r is minimal such. Also we shall
take s to be the minimal integer satisfying [xps ,Z(U(H))] = 0. Clearly s  r , but the inequality
can be strict.
Our first lemma is fairly standard.
Lemma 1. Let C ≡ U(H){xpt }, be the subring of U(L) which is generated by U(H) and xpt
( for some fixed t). Then 1, x, . . . , xpt−1 is a free basis ( from both sides) of U(L) over C.
Proof. U(H) is adx stable and consequently, since adxpt = (adx)pt , is also adxpt stable, show-
ing that
C =
⊕
U(H)xkp
t =
⊕
xkp
t
U(H).k0 k0
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∑pt−1
i=0 fixi = 0, with fi ∈ C, 1  i  pt − 1. Then fi =
∑ni
j=0 aij xjp
t
, where
aij ∈ U(H). Therefore ∑i,j aij xi+jpt = 0. Now the set
{
i + jpt ∣∣ 0 i  pt − 1, 0 j  ni},
whose members appear as exponents in the last equality, consists of different elements. Conse-
quently aij = 0 by the PBW theorem, and therefore fi = 0, for each i. That {1, x, x2, . . . , xpt−1}
is a generating set of U(L) over C follows, easily as well, from the PBW theorem. 
The next result appears as 3.8.9 in [D1]. We supply a proof in order to show that the charac-
teristic of F is not relevant here.
Lemma 2. Let L = Fx + H be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra with H a codimension one
ideal in L. Let K be a prime ideal in U(H) satisfying [x,K] ⊆ K . Then KU(L) = U(L)K is a
two-sided prime ideal in U(L).
Proof. [x,K] ⊆ K implies, rather easily, that KU(L) = U(L)K and consequently KU(L) is a
two-sided ideal in U(L). Suppose that aU(L)b ⊆ KU(L) =⊕k0 Kxk . By the PBW theorem
we have, a = ∑mi=0 fixi , b = ∑nj=0 gjxj , where fi, gj ∈ U(H), 0  i  m, 0  j  n. By
negation we may assume that fm,gn /∈ K (if not, one works with a1 = a−fmxm,b1 = b−gnxn,
instead). Let y ∈ U(H). Then using [x,U(H)] ⊆ U(H) we get
ayb =
∑
i,j
fix
iygjx
j = fmygnxm+n +
m+n−1∑
t=0
htx
t ,
where ht ∈ U(H). Now KU(H) =⊕k0 Kxk , shows by the PBW theorem, that fmygn ∈ K ,
for each y ∈ U(H). The primeness of K now furnishes the desired contradiction. 
The next lemma is of importance since it identifies a natural subalgebra of U(L) with a uni-
versal enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional Lie subalgebra of U(L) (but not of L). This
will be used in our inductive proof.
Lemma 3. Let L = Fx + H be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a field F with
charF = p, and H a codimension one ideal. Let L1 ≡ Fxpt + H , for some fixed t  1. Then
U(H){xpt } ∼= U(L1).
Proof. [xpt ,H ] = (adx)pt (H) ⊆ H shows that L1 is a Lie subalgebra of U(L) with a codimen-
sion one ideal H (that dimF L1 = dimF L follows from the PBW theorem). Consider
A = U(H){xpt }=⊕
i0
U(H)xip
t
.
It follows from the universal property of U(L1) that A is a homomorphic image of U(L1),
with a surjective homomorphism ν. In particular, A is Noetherian. Now the fact that U(L)
is a finite A-module (with free basis, 1, x, . . . , xpt−1), implies (e.g. [BV, Corollary 2.5]) that
K.dimU(L) = K.dimA. Now by [Z] K.dimU(L) = K.dimZ(U(L)) = dimF L and similarly
4 A. Braun / Journal of Algebra 308 (2007) 1–11K.dimU(L1) = dimF L1, implying that K.dimU(L1) = K.dimU(L) = K.dimA. Finally, since
U(L1) is prime, the last equality implies (e.g. [McR, Proposition 3.10]) that ν is in fact an iso-
morphism. 
The next result will be important in proving the UFD property of Z(U(L)).
Proposition 4. Let L = Fx + H , be a nilpotent finite-dimensional Lie algebra over the
field F , charF = p, and H , a codimension one ideal. Let s be the minimal integer satisfying
[xps ,Z(U(H))] = 0. Assume that s  1. Let B = U(H){xps }. Then Z(U(L)) = Z(B)adx .
Proof. Let μ ∈Z(U(L)). By Lemma 1 we have μ =∑ps−1i=0 fixi , where fi ∈ B , for each i. Let
t be a minimal integer satisfying (adx)t (Z(U(H))) = 0. Hence ps−1 < t  ps . In particular,
t > 1. Now since Z(U(H)) is adx-stable, we can find w ∈ Z(U(H)) satisfying 0 = [x,w] ∈
Z(U(H)), but [x, [x,w]] = 0. Also [xps ,Z(U(H))] = 0 implies that Z(U(H)) ⊆ Z(B) and
consequently [w,fi] = 0, for each i. Also [xp,w] = (adx)p(w) = 0 shows that [xkp,w] = 0 for
each k  1. Consequently
0 = [μ,w] =
∑
p|i
fi
[
xi,w
]+∑
pi
fi
[
xi,w
]=∑
pi
fi[x,w]ixi−1.
We cancel by [x,w] and get a linear dependence in {1, x, . . . , xps−1} unless fi = 0 whenever
p  i. Therefore μ = ∑p|i fixi . Let i0 be smallest positive index for which fi0 = 0. So i0 =
pem, 1  m < p. Now i0  ps − 1 shows that e  s − 1 and therefore pe  ps−1 < t . Thus
t − pe − 1  0 and we can choose u ∈ (adx)t−pe−1(Z(U(H))) such that y ≡ (adx)pe (u) ∈
(adx)t−1(Z(U(H))) and y = 0. Clearly u,y ∈ Z(U(H)) and [x, y] ∈ (adx)t (Z(U(H))) = 0.
Moreover, if k > e then
[
xp
k
, u
]= (adx)pk (u) = (adx)pk−(pe+1)((adx)pe+1(u))= (adx)pk−(pe+1)([x, y])= 0.
Hence 0 = [μ,u] =∑ji0 fj [xj , u], where j = peaj , with 1 aj < p. Therefore
0 =
∑
fjaj
[
xp
e
, u
]
xp
e(aj−1) =
∑
fjajyx
pe(aj−1),
where [y, x] = 0 (and consequently y ∈ Z(U(L))) is used. Now by canceling y we get a linear
dependence unless fj = 0, for all such j ’s. In particular, fi0 = 0. Consequently Z(U(L)) ⊆ B
and therefore Z(U(L)) ⊆ Z(B)adx . The converse inclusion is trivial. 
The next lemma is probably well known.
Lemma 5. Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a field F (of arbitrary characteristic).
Let x ∈ L and b, c ∈ U(L) satisfying [x, b] = bc. Then c ∈ F and [x, b] = 0 if adx is in addition
nilpotent.
Proof. Let {U(i)(L)} be a standard filtration of U(L) with respect to a fixed basis. Say b ∈
U(n)(L)\U(n−1)(L), for some n, and c ∈ U(m)(L)\U(m−1)(L), for some m. Consequently bc ∈
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Finally (adx)t = 0, for some t implies 0 = (adx)t (b) = bct , and hence c = 0. 
Lemma 6. Let R be a prime Noetherian PI ring which is a maximal order and P a height one
prime ideal in R. Let p = P ∩ Z(R). Suppose that:
(i) Pp = ppRp , and
(ii) p = bZ(R), for some b ∈ p.
Then P = bR.
Proof. The maximal order property of R shows that T (R) = R, where the former is the trace
ring of R. Consequently R is integral over Z(R). Moreover, by the maximal order property,
Z(R) is normal. Consequently by [B], Z(R) is a Krull domain and therefore Z(R)p is a discrete
valuation ring (DVR) and is the center of the classical maximal order Rp . Therefore by [Re,
Theorems 18.3 and 18.7], Pp is the unique maximal ideal in Rp which implies that P is the
unique minimal prime ideal in R which contracts to p. Therefore P ≡ P
bR
is the unique minimal
prime ideal in R ≡ R
bR
. Now by [C,HW], R has an Artinian quotient ring, implying that C(P ), the
set of regular elements modP projects to regular elements in R. In particular, Z(R)\p projects
to a set of non-zerodivisors in R. Let x ∈ P . Then Pp = ppRp shows that sx ∈ pR = bR, for
some s ∈ Z(R)\p. Consequently s¯x¯ = 0¯ in R. This shows, by the regularity of s¯, that x¯ = 0¯, that
is x ∈ bR, as claimed. 
2. The proof of the theorem
Let L be a finite-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra over the field F (with charF = p). By the
nilpotency of L, there exists in L a codimension one ideal H and x ∈ L satisfying L = Fx +H .
Moreover, among all such H ’s we pick one with a minimal r (recall xpr ∈ Z(U(L))). The proof
is by induction on the pair 〈dimF L, r〉, ordered lexicographically. The case dimF L = 1 being
obvious. Recall that 0 = (adx)ps (Z(U(H))), where s is chosen to be minimal such. We shall
firstly handle the case where s = 0.
Case I. [x,Z(U(H))] = 0.
Let Q(U(H)) be the classical quotient division ring of U(H), with its center Z(Q(U(H))).
It is standard that [Q(U(H)) : Z(Q(U(H)))] < ∞, Q(Z(U(H))) = Z(Q(U(H))) and
Q(U(H)) = U(H)Z(Q(U(H))). Therefore adx is a derivation on U(H) and Q(U(H)), act-
ing trivially on their centers. Therefore by an application of the Skolem–Noether theorem (e.g.
[H, p. 100]) there exists q ∈ Q(U(H)), q = b
a
, where b ∈ U(H) and a ∈ Z(U(H)), with
adq = adx, on Q(U(H)). Therefore μ ≡ ax − b commutes with each element of Q(U(H)).
Now U(L) = U(H){x} implies, since [x,Z(U(H))] = 0, that Z(U(H)) ⊆ Z(U(L)). Conse-
quently x = 1
a
μ + b and U(L)[ 1
a
] ⊆ U(H)[ 1
a
][μ]. Now the reverse inclusion, being trivial,
implies that
U(L)
[
1
]
= U(H)
[
1
]
[μ]. (1)a a
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dent over Q(U(H)) (and commutes with it). So by computing the centers in both sides of (1),
we get:
Z
(
U(L)
)[1
a
]
= Z(U(H))
[
1
a
]
[μ]. (2)
Now the inductive assumption on H grants that Z(U(H)) is a UFD, and consequently
Z(U(H))[ 1
a
] is such as well. Therefore Z(U(H))[ 1
a
][μ], is a UFD, being a polynomial ring
in the variable μ over Z(U(H))[ 1
a
]. Therefore Z(U(L))[ 1
a
] is a UFD by (2). To conclude that
Z(U(L)) is a UFD we shall use Nagata’s theorem (e.g. [F, Theorem 7.1]) and show that each
height one prime ideal p in Z(U(L)), which contains a, is principal. To this end we prove the
following.
Lemma 7. With the previous assumptions intact, let p be a height one prime ideal in Z(U(L))
satisfying p ∩ Z(U(H)) = {0}. Then p is principal, generated by d where p ∩ Z(U(H)) =
dZ(U(H)) and dU(L) is the unique prime ideal in U(L) which contracts to p.
Proof. p ∩ Z(U(H)) is a non-zero prime ideal in Z(U(H)). Let q ⊆ p ∩ Z(U(H)), be an
height one prime ideal in Z(U(H)). By the inductive assumption on U(H), q is principal,
q = dZ(U(H)), for some d . Now, the fact that U(H) is a maximal order by [C], implies that
U(H)q is such as well. Consequently, there exists a unique height one prime ideal V in U(H) sat-
isfying V ∩Z(U(H)) = q . Now by the inductive assumption on H , and item (ii) of the theorem,
V = dU(H). Also d ∈ Z(U(H)) ⊆ Z(U(L)), implies [x,V ] ⊆ [x, d]U(H)+ d[x,U(H)] ⊆ V .
Therefore by Lemma 2, dU(L) = VU(L) = U(L)V = U(L)d , is a non-zero prime ideal
in U(L). Now being centrally generated by d implies, by the principal ideal theorem (e.g. [R1,
Theorem 5.2.12]), that height (dU(L)) = 1. Also dZ(U(L)) = dU(L) ∩ Z(U(L)) is an height
one prime ideal in Z(U(L)) and dZ(U(L)) ⊆ qZ(U(L)) ⊆ p. Therefore p = dZ(U(L)). Fi-
nally the uniqueness of dU(L), follows from the maximal order property of U(L). 
This establishes item (i) of the theorem, in Case I. We shall now prove item (ii), in this case.
Let P be an height one prime ideal in U(L). We separate the discussion into two subcases,
namely P ∩ U(H) = {0} and P ∩ U(H) = {0}. In the first case denote p = P ∩ Z(U(L)).
Then by standard PI results p ∩ Z(U(H)) = P ∩ U(H) ∩ Z(U(H)) = 0, and by Lemma 7,
p = dZ(U(L)) and P = dU(L), as claimed.
Suppose next that P ∩ U(H) = {0}. By (1) we conclude that PI deg.U(H) = PI deg.U(L)
and therefore PI deg. U(L)
P
= PI deg.U(L). Let p = P ∩ Z(U(L)). Then by the Artin–Procesi
theorem (e.g. [R, 6.1.35]) U(L)p is an Azumaya algebra and therefore (e.g. [R, 5.3.22]) Pp =
ppU(L)p . Now since Z(U(L)) is a UFD, p = dZ(U(L)) for some d ∈ Z(U(L)). Lemma 6
grants now P = dU(L).
This completes the proof of the theorem in Case I. We shall now deal with the remaining case,
namely Case II.
Case II. [x,Z(U(H))] = 0.
Recall that r was chosen to be minimal to satisfy xpr ∈ Z(U(L)) and s is the minimal positive
integer satisfying [xps ,Z(U(H))] = 0. The case s = 0 is handled in Case I.
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Z(B) is a UFD. (3)
Indeed if L1 = Fxps +H , then by Lemma 3, U(L1) ∼= B . Now [xps ,Z(U(H))] = 0 implies,
by Case I, that Z(U(L1)) is a UFD.
We shall next prove item (i) of the theorem (in Case II).
Claim.
Z
(
U(L)
)
is a UFD. (4)
Proof. By Proposition 4, Z(U(L)) = Z(B)adx . Let p be a height one prime ideal in Z(U(L)).
Consider (pZ(B))∗∗ ≡ q , a reflexive ideal in Z(B) (recall: I ∗ = {y ∈ Q(Z(B)) | yI ⊆ Z(B)}
and I ∗∗ = {y ∈ Q(Z(B)) | yI ∗ ⊆ Z(B)}, for each ideal I ). Now height (pZ(B)) = 1 implies that
height (q) = 1 (but q is not necessarily prime). By (3) we have that q = bZ(B), for some b. Now
adx(p) = [x,p] = 0 implies that pZ(B) is adx-stable and therefore q = (pZ(B))∗∗ is adx-
stable. Hence [x, b] = bc. This shows, by Lemma 5, that [x, b] = 0, that is b ∈ Z(B)adx ∩q . Now
Z(U(L)) = Z(B)adx is normal and Z(B) is a finite Z(U(L)) module. So, by the “going-down”
theorem (e.g. [M, Theorem 9.4(ii)]), height (q ∩ Z(U(L))) = 1 and q ∩ Z(U(L)) contains p.
This shows that q ∩ Z(U(L)) = p and b ∈ p. Finally p = q ∩ Z(B)adx = bZ(B) ∩ Z(B)adx =
bZ(B)adx = bZ(U(L)), as claimed. 
We shall now proceed to prove the more complicated part of the theorem, in Case II, namely
that each height one prime ideal P of U(L) is generated by a central element.
Let q ≡ P ∩ Z(U(L)). By the “going down” property between U(L) and Z(U(L)) (e.g.
[R1, Theorem 4.4.24]) we have height (q) = 1. Let A ≡ U(H){xp} =⊕i0 U(H)xip . Clearly
B ≡ U(H){xps } ⊆ A and therefore Z(U(L)) = Z(B)adx ⊆ A ∩ Z(U(L)) ⊆ Z(A)adx . Now
U(H) ⊆ A shows that Z(A)adx ⊆ Z(U(L)) and we get Z(U(L)) = Z(A)adx . By Lemma 1 we
have that U(L) is a free A-module with [U(L) : A] = p, where [ : ] denotes the rank. Therefore
[U(L)q : Aq ] = p. Also Z(U(L))q being a DVR implies that Aq is a finitely generated free
Z(U(L))q -module and consequently [U(L)q : Aq ][Aq : Z(U(L))q ] = [U(L)q : Z(U(L))q ].
Therefore
[
Aq
qqAq
: Z(U(L))q
qq
]
= [U(L)q : Z(U(L))q ]
p
. (5)
Let v be a (height one) prime ideal in Z(A) with v ∩ Z(U(L)) = q . We claim that
v is unique. (6)
Indeed if y ∈ Z(A), [x, y] ∈ Z(A) and hence [y, [y, x]] = 0 and therefore [yp, x] =
adyp(x) = (ady)p(x) = 0. So yp ∈ Z(A)adx = Z(U(L)) for each y ∈ Z(A). Therefore vt ⊆
qZ(A) ⊆ rad(qZ(A)), for some t , and the claim follows. Consequently Aq = Av and Z(A)q =
Z(A)v . Now by Lemma 3 A ∼= U(L1), where L1 = Fxp + H , and therefore A is a maximal
order. Consequently, there exists a unique (height one) prime ideal V in A with V ∩ Z(A) = v.
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have V = bA, v = bZ(A), for some b ∈ Z(A).
Now Aq = Av is a maximal order with Z(A)q its DVR center. Consequently Vq is the unique
maximal ideal in Aq and each two-sided ideal in Aq is a power of Vq . In particular, Pq ∩Aq = V kq ,
for some k. We shall next show that k is either 1 or p.
Claim. We either have
Pq ∩ Aq = Vq or Pq ∩ Aq = V pq . (7)
Proof. We have v = bZ(A), V = bA, bp ∈ q and V kq = Pq ∩ Aq . Then V pq = bpAq ⊆ Pq ∩
Aq ⊆ Vq shows that 1  k  p. Assume that 1 < k < p. If [x, b] ∈ v then [x, b] = bc and
by Lemma 5 [x, b] = 0. In particular, b ∈ Z(A)adx ∩ v = q . Hence V = bA ⊆ qA and Vq ⊆
qqAq ⊆ Pq ∩ Aq ⊆ Vq , showing that k = 1, which was excluded. So, [x, b] /∈ v and is therefore
invertible in Z(A)v = Z(A)q . Now bk ∈ V kq ⊆ Pq implies that k[x, b]bk−1 = [x, bk] ∈ Pq . So the
invertibility of [x, b] (and of k) implies bk−1 ∈ Pq and therefore V k−1q = bk−1Aq ⊆ Pq ∩ Aq =
V kq , an obvious contradiction. 
We shall now separate the discussion into two cases. Case A: Pq ∩ Aq = V pq and Case B:
Pq ∩ Aq = Vq .
Case A.
Pq ∩ Aq = V pq . (8)
Then qqAq ⊆ Pq ∩ Aq = V pq = bpAq ⊆ qqAq and therefore Pq ∩ Aq = qqAq = V pq  Vq . In
particular, Aq
Pq∩Aq is not a prime ring and therefore
U(L)q
Pq

Aq + Pq
Pq
∼= Aq
Pq ∩ Aq =
Aq
pqAq
.
Consequently, by (5) we have a strict inequality:
f ≡
[
U(L)q
Pq
: Z(U(L))q
qq
]
>
[
Aq
qqAq
: Z(U(L))q
qq
]
= [U(L)q : Z(U(L))q ]
p
.
Now by [Z], [Q(U(L)) : Z(Q(U(L)))] = [U(L)q : Z(U(L))q ], is a power of p, and conse-
quently by [Re, Theorem 13.7], f is a power of p. Therefore the previous inequality shows that
[U(L)q : Z(U(L))q ] = p [U(L)q :Z(U(L))q ]p , divides f . In the opposite direction, the freeness of
U(L)q over Z(U(L))q shows that
[
U(L)q : Z
(
U(L)
)
q
]=
[
U(L)q
qqU(L)q
: Z(U(L))q
qq
]

[
U(L)q
Pq
: Z(U(L))q
qq
]
= f.
Therefore [
U(L)q
q U(L)
: Z(U(L))q
q
]
=
[
U(L)q
P
: Z(U(L))q
q
]
,q q q q q
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a central element.
Remark. It was essential here that Pq ∩ Aq = qqAq and that
U(L)q
Pq

Aq + Pq
Pq
∼= Aq
Pq ∩ Aq . (9)
Case B.
Pq ∩ Aq = Vq. (10)
Therefore P ∩ A = V which implies that V = bA is adx-stable. Consequently [x, b] = bc and
by Lemma 5, [x, b] = 0 showing that b ∈ Z(U(L)) ∩ v = q . Therefore V = qA and Pq ∩ Aq =
qqAq . If U(L)q/Pq  (Aq +Pq)/Pq , then, as explained in (9), the argument of (8) can be carried
verbatim. We shall therefore assume that U(L)q/Pq = (Aq +Pq)/Pq , that is U(Lq) = Aq +Pq .
Consequently, there exists δ ∈ Z(U(L))\q and γ ∈ P , satisfying:
δx =
m∑
i=0
fix
ip + γ, where fi ∈ U(H), for i = 0, . . . ,m. (11)
We shall next show that
Lemma.
[
x,Z
(
U(H)
)]⊆ P. (12)
Proof. Let a ∈ Z(U(H)) with (adx)j (a) ∈ P (and j  p). We shall prove that
(adx)j−(p−1)(a) ∈ P . This will show, after 1 + p + · · · + pr−1 steps, starting with (adx)pr =
0, that adx(a) ∈ P . Let w = (adx)j−p(a). Then w ∈ Z(U(H)), by the adx-stability of
Z(U(H)). Now for each i  1, we have [xip,w] =∑ik=1 xp(k−1)[xp,w]xp(i−k). But [xp,w] =
(adx)j (a) ∈ P by assumption, implying that [xip,w] ∈ P for each i  1. Therefore by (11),
using [w,fi] = 0, we get δ[x,w] =∑mi=1 fi[xip,w] + [γ,w] ∈ P . Now the primeness of P and
δ ∈ Z(U(L))\q , show that [x,w] ∈ P . That is (adx)j−(p−1)(a) = (adx)1+j−p(a) = [x,w] ∈ P ,
as claimed. 
Corollary.
P ∩ Z(U(H)) is a prime ideal of Z(U(H)). (13)
Proof. Let ab ∈ P ∩ Z(U(H)), with a, b ∈ Z(U(H)) and b /∈ P . Then aU(H)b = U(H)ab ⊆
P . Now by (12) [x, b] ∈ P and therefore [xi, b] ∈ P for each i. Consequently aU(H)xib ⊆
aU(H)[xi, b]+aU(H)bxi ⊆ P , for each i. Now U(L) =⊕i0 U(H)xi , shows that aU(L)b ⊆
P . Therefore, by the primeness of P,a is in P , and consequently a ∈ P ∩ Z(U(H)). 
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P ∩ Z(U(H)) is a height one prime ideal. (14)
Proof. By the very assumption of Case II, [x,Z(U(H))] = 0. Now [x,Z(U(H))] ⊆ P , by (12),
implies by the adx-stability of Z(U(H)), that q ′ ≡ P ∩ Z(U(H)) is a non-zero prime ideal.
Let B = U(H){xps } =⊕i0 U(H)xips . We saw that B ∼= U(L2), where L2 = Fxps +H . Now
U(L) is a finitely generated (free) B-module and consequently is Schelter-integral over B . There-
fore (e.g., [BV, Corollary 2.5]) we have:
K.dimB/(B ∩ P) = K.dimU(L)/P = K.dimU(L) − 1 = K.dimB − 1,
to Schelter’s catenarity result [R, Theorem 6.3.43]. Now, the catenarity of B shows that there
exists a prime ideal W in B with height (W) = 1 and W ⊇ P ∩ B . Let w ≡ W ∩ Z(B). Then
by the “going down” property [R1, Theorem 4.4.24], height (w) = 1. Also since Z(U(H)) ⊆
Z(B), we have, q ′ ≡ P ∩ Z(U(H)) = (P ∩ B) ∩ Z(U(H)) ⊆ W ∩ Z(U(H)) ⊆ W ∩ Z(B) ∩
Z(U(H)) = w ∩ Z(U(H)). Therefore, since the pair H ⊂ L2 satisfies the conditions of
Lemma 7, w ∩ Z(U(H)) is principal and, in particular, height (w ∩ Z(U(H))) = 1. Therefore
q ′ = w ∩ Z(U(H)) and height (q ′) = 1. 
Corollary.
P ∩ U(H) is a height one prime ideal. (15)
Proof. By (14) q ′ ≡ P ∩Z(U(H)) is a height one prime ideal in Z(U(H)). So by the inductive
assumption on H , q ′ = dZ(U(H)) and dU(H) is the unique (height one) prime ideal in U(H)
which contracts to q ′. Since (P ∩ U(H)) ∩ Z(U(H)) = q ′, height (P ∩ U(H)) = 1 (by “going-
up”) and therefore P ∩ U(H) ⊆ dU(H). The converse inclusion, being obvious, shows that
dU(H) = P ∩ U(H). 
Corollary.
P is generated by a central element. (16)
Proof. Let K ≡ P ∩ U(H). Then clearly K is adx-stable that is [x,K] ⊆ K . Keeping the no-
tations of (15), we have K = dU(H). Hence [x, d] = dc and by Lemma 5 [x, d] = 0, where
d ∈ Z(U(H)). Therefore d ∈ Z(U(L)), and by Lemma 2, KU(L) = U(L)K is a non-zero
prime ideal in U(L) which is contained in P . Since height (P ) = 1, we get that P = KU(L) =
U(L)K = dU(L), and the result follows. 
This completes the proof of Case II, and the theorem is finally proved.
The theorem suggests the following generalization for solvable Lie algebras.
Conjecture. Let L be a finite-dimensional solvable Lie algebra over a field of prime character-
istic. Then, every height one prime ideal in U(L) is principal.
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